Benefits:

- **Reduce haulage costs** as Rotobale’s line of Stationary Compactors pack more than the industry standard.
- **Maximum penetration** promotes a cleaner environment as less mess when the container is disengaged.
- **Reduce material handling costs** as large loading chamber is ideal for oversized materials.
- A large assortment of standard or custom designed hoppers can be adapted to suit any waste removal application.
- **Adaptation** to walk-out weather enclosures, conveyors and hydraulic dumpers are just a few examples that illustrate the versatility of this compaction system.
- **A wide range** of receiver containers are available up to 50 cubic yard capacity to maximize loads and reduce haulage costs.
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DESIGNED FOR MODERATE DUTY SERVICE, Rotobale’s 4260 stationary compactor is ideal for light industrial plants, retail/grocery stores, hospitals and many more similar applications.

AVAILABLE IN VARYING SIZES, the C-series line of stationary compactors have been designed for heavy industrial duty service. These systems are ideal for manufacturing facilities and heavy industrial plants, or other similar applications.

Product Features:
- **14” - 18” RAM PENETRATION** within the container, the most in the industry
- **SMALLER RAM FACE** delivers increased compaction force
- **RAM DWELLS AGAINST THE LOAD** increasing compaction & maximizing container capacity
- **MODEL 4260 CROSS CYLINDER** design is ideal for tight spaces allowing for a steeper chute
- **43” FEED HEIGHT** designed for easy accessibility
- **EASY TO USE CONTROL PANEL** comes standard with key start, full light, and emergency stop button
- **MANUFACTURER’S SAFETY DECLARATION**

Customized Feed Applications:
- Weather Enclosure with Side Chute
- Rear Wall Chute
- Open Hopper with Access Door
- Rear Counter Balance Lid
- Walk-on Deck with Safety Railing
- Enclosed Hopper with Cart Dumper
- Retractable Manual Crank Chute
- Hinged Door Hopper